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OWNERSHIP

Afton Mines Ltd., ('Afton') is a Canadian company registered

in the province of British Columbia. The con1pany is authorized to issue

5, 000,000 common shares of no par value. Of this, 3, 777, 171 shares

or 75. 5 percent have been issued and over 98 percent of these shares are

held by Canadian shareholders.
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GENERAL INFORM.J\TION

Location

The Afton depos it is located eight miles west of Kamloops, B. C.

south of Highway B. C. 97. Kamloops is an important interior communications

and industrial center with a population of nearly 60, 000.

History

Numerous copper occurences have been identified in the general

area of the Afton property and considerable exploration and development work

has been done on the various properties over the years. Afton, however, is

the first discovery of econolnic significance.

Exploration on the Afton property can be traced back to 1898-99

when a 330 foot shaft was sunk on the Pothook claim. 1'/10re recently, the

following programs have been undertaken:

1951 - 52 Kennco Explorations (Canada) Ltd. completed an electromagnetic

survey and then conlpleted 4555 feet of diamond drilling in the

vicinity of the Pothook shaft.

1956 - 57 A program was carried out by Graham Bousquet Gold Mines Ltd.

and included: another electromagnetic survey, geochemical survey,

and geologic mapping.

1958 Norancla prepared a geologic map and drilled nine short diamond

drill holes.

1960 New Jersey Zinc: 1. P. Survey

1964 The property was acquired by Afton Mines Ltd. Eleven percussion

holes were drilled in the vicinity of the Pothook zone. Thirty-eight

holes were drilled during the following year and this was followed

by 24 during 1967 and 1969.

cont. ..
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GENERAL INFORlVIATION

History - cont.

1970

1971

1971

1972

1973

cont. ..

Five diamond drill holes totaling 2513 feet were drilled at

locations recommended by Chapman, Wood, and Griswold in

their report of 9 March 1967. Hole 70-4 encountered sub

economic native copper mineralization.

Quintana l\1inerals Ltd. optioned the property and drilled 15

percussion holes before dropping it's program.

Afton Mines Ltd. began a percussion drilling program in the

vicinity of DDH 70-4. This program led to the discovery of

mineralization of potential econonlic significance.

After further drilling early in the year, Afton lVlines Ltd.

entered into an agreement with Canadian Exploration Limited

with the latter company accepting operating and management

responsibilities.

Teck Corporation Limited and Iso Mines Limited jointly

purchased the developnlent agreement previously entered into

by Afton Mines Ltd. and have proceeded with nline engineering

and development.



GENERA.L INFORlVIATION

Land Use and Topography

The topography of this area. is characterized by rolling open

range land with sagebrush and rabbit-brush as the predominant species of

vegetation. The land is used to graze cattle during early spring and late

fall. Agricultural productivity is in fact very low. The land falls within

classes 5 and 6 of the B. C. land inventory tabulation. Soils in class 5

'have very severe limitations that restrict their capability to produce

perennial forage crops, and improvement practices are feas ible' .

Roughly 60 percent of the land is in class 6, which is a comparatively

less productive class. These latter soi Is are capable of only producing

perennial forage crops, and improvement practices are not feasible.

Factors that adversely affect soil productivity in this area are topography,

presence of soluble salts, presence of bedrock close to surface and

climate.

Climate

The climate is typical of valley conditions found in the interior

of the province. Total annual precipitation at Kamloops averages 10 inches

with 4 to 5 inches occurring in the growing season. Temperatures range
o o.

from a January average of -6.0 C to 21.0 C In July. Snowfall ranges from

20 to 40 inches at lower elevations to twice this amount in the uplands south

of the minesite. On average, the frost-free period extends froin April 25

to October-8; frost occurs, however, with great irregularity.

cont. ..
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GENERt\.L INFORlVIATION

Labour

It is believed that the work force in the Kamloops-Merritt

Ashcroft area will provide most of the labour requirelnents and that only

a handful of senior personnel and highly specialized skills will be recruited

from beyond this area. The presence of numerous similar operations within

the province assures the presence of a local, skilled labour force.

Land and Mineral Claims

Boundry limits of the land held by Afton are shown overleaf.

Claims held by Afton Mines Ltd. are identified and located on

the attached drawing. The relevant records are held under separate cover.

cont. ..
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Foreword

The exploration program initiated subsequent to the discovery

of the depos it in late 1971 provided: a) data for ore reserve calculations

and mine production planning, b) sample material for determining

metallurgical characteristics, and c) references for plant design. So

far, under this program, approxinlately $2 million has been directed towards

the conclusion of those investigations that are a prerequisite for determining

the economic viability of this property. Our studies show that this property

should be developed as a mine-ulill-sulelter operation.

This facility will be characterized by the following operational

features: 1) ore will be transported to a crushing plant at an average

daily rate of 7000 tons by a conventional truck-shovel mining system,

2) on crushing, the ore will be conveyed to a stockpile and then reclaimed

as required to feed the grinding mills, 3) native copper will be separated

during grinding to produce a gravity concentrate, and the copper sulphides

will be recovered as a flotation concentrate, 4) tailings will be impounded

on the property 5) slllelter effluents will be injected into the tailings,

6) Kamloops Lake wilt be used to supply fresh water for the plant and for

irrigation purposes, 7) the complex will be equipped with the necessary

ancillary facilities as, for exanlple, shops, offices, and support equipment,

8) the -ma.:dcetable product is blister copper assaying "better than 99% copper.

cont. ..
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PROJE CT DE SCRIPTION

Foreword - cont.

These design concepts and related investigations germane to cost

estimating have received extensive engineering efforts not only in-house but

from consultants as well. Studies have been completed in the following

areas: 1) Soil Tests - Plantsite Area and Tailings Pond: by Ripley, Klohn

and Leonoff International Ltd. ('RKL') , 2) Freshwater Supply: by Ker,

Priestman and Associates Ltd. 3) Trans-Canada Highway Relocation: RKL

4) Afton Mines Ltd. - TBRC Copper Smelter: by Dravo Corporation, Denver,

Colorado.

Metallurgical investigations were undertaken at Lakefield Research

of Canada Ltd. Pilot Plant results were in agreement with bench scale

tests and the final mill flowsheet is essentially that developed in the pilot

plant.

The use of semi-autogenous grinding was established in a pilot

plant test program conducted at the Ontario Research Foundation.

A smelter test program was conducted at the International Nickel

Company research center at Port Colborne, Ontario. This progranl corrob

orated the applicability of the TBRC process for this project. The results

obtained will be used to formulate operational guidelines.

cont. ..



PROJECT DESCRIPTION

JVlining Program

The most efficient method of recovering the near surface ore

is by developing an open pit. Pit mineable reserves are estimated at

34,000,000 tons averaging 1.00% copper above a proposed cut-off grade

of 0.25%. The initial stripping ratio is 6.0 to 1.0, this is the ratio of

low grade plus waste to are, and the overall ratio is 4.2. These reserves

are sufficient to assure a mine life of 14 years. Preliminary diamond

drilling to depth indicates an underground mining potential and therefore

operational continuity beyond this point appears reasonably certain. P oss ible

underground mineable reserves are currently placed at 10 million tons

averaging 1. 55% copper.

The mining systeln w ill include a conventional truck-shovel

haulage system. Pit waste will be placed on dunlPS near the mine and

the are will be transported to a crushing plant. The dumps will be terraced

for aesthetic reasons and will be reclaimed as they reach the ultimate

configuration.

Open pit mining will be divided into an interim first stage follo\ved

by a step-back to the final pit limits. The information gathered initially

on working conditions, rock behavior and cost factors will allow a nlore

accurate-estimation of the ultinlate limits.

cont ...



PROJECT DESCIUPTION

l\lilling and Tailings Disposal

The milling system includes crushing, grinding, gravity separation

and flotation. The ore is first crushed and ground to nlechanically free

valuable minerals from the waste rock so that separation and recovery of

these minerals can be achieved. Afton will use a single crushing stage and

two stages of grinding. This arrangement has been selected to eliminate

potential material handling problems that would be inherent to a secondary

tertiary crushing system because of the clay content in the ore.

The Afton mineralization contains variable amounts of relatively

fine native copper. Native copper is malleable and tends to flatten during

grinding without appreciable reduction in size; it is therefore necessary to

incorporate gravity separation as well as the normal flotation process. The

mill circuit is designed to remove the native copper as soon as it is liberated.

This is achieved by incorporating mechanical jigs in the primary and secondary

grinding circuits. The jig product is further reduced by grinding and is then

tabled to produce a metallic concentrate assaying better than 90% copper.

After grinding and recovery of the relatively coarse native copper fraction,

the ore, as a water-solids mixture, is passed through a flotation circuit to

recover the remaining copper minerals.

Although the mineral assemblage is unique, the ore responds well

to the above treatment procedures allowing the production of a high grade

metallic or native copper concentrate and a high grade flotation concentrate.

Metallurgical tests have indicated that 30% of the copper can be recovered

in a metallic concentrate assaying 98% Cu and 57% in a flotation concentrate

ass aying approximately 50%.

cont...



PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Milling and Tailings Disposal - cant.

The metaUic concentrate will be filtered, dried and tote hauled

to the smelter. The flotation concentrate will be pumped to a holding tank

located adjacent to the smelter.

Tailings, the \vaste slurry from the mill, will be inlpounded

on the property. The tailings impoundment structures will be constructed

from prepared aggregate and run-of-pit waste. An enclosed system will

be used. This system will be submitted for approval by the Pollution

Control Board and by the Department of Mines.

Snlelting

Afton proposes to smelt its concentrate production in a top

blown rotary converter. This smelting process is based on technology

developed in the steel industry and successfully adapted to nickel and

copper production. The process allows single stage smelting - two stages

are currently the common practice. TBRC smelting affords economics in

both capital outlays and operating costs for small scale plants white at

the same tinle simplifying pollution control.

The Afton concentrate mix is unique in the mining industry.

The concentrate is unusually low in sulphur and the available sulphur is

insuffiGient to supply the heat necessary for autogenous concentrate

smelting. The TBRC process is particularly suitable for treatment of

this feed because it is possible to balance heat requirements by injecting

natural gas or oil through the lance that supplies oxygen.

cant...
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Snlelting - cont.

The first step in the smelting process involves mixing the

concentrates with lime and iron to obtain a suitable charge. The charge

is melted by the heat generated from the combustion of natural gas and

oxygen. Oxygen is blown through the bath to: a) drive off sulphur,

b) oxidize the iron and c) form a slag containing silica, iron and other

impurities. The slag is skimmed off, cooled, crushed and circulated

through the mill circuit to recover res idual values. Oxygen is again

reintroduced to oxidize the remaining sulphur and/or other impurities

and this is continued untit the desired blister specifications are achieved.

The copper is poured into molds; each billet wilt weigh about 1200 pounds.

Gases from the smelter will be collected and scrubbed to meet

Provincial air emission standards. The effluent from the scrubbing plant

will be injected into the concentrator tailings system.

A smelter recovery of 99% or better can be achieved when

converting the concentrates to blister. The blister castings will assay

approximately 99% Copper.

J
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STATISTICS

Ore Reserves

Cut-off Reserves LG and
SR

1
% eu tons %eu Waste

Stage I Pit 0.50 9,745 1.37 31,925 3.3

Ultimate Pit 0.25 34,060 1.00 126,310 4.2

Possible Underground 0.50 10,000 1.55

The specific gravities are 2.75 and 1.80 for rock and overburden
respectively. The tonnage factors are therefore equal to 11.6 and 18.0 cubic

feet per short ton.

(f000) tons

1 S . . R . dtrIppIng atlo = Lowgra e plus waste -; ore.



STATISTICS

Five Year 1'1ine Production Schedule

l\1ill Ore Stockpile
Year tons % Cn tons % Cu Waste SR

PreprodTn 455 0.58 2,045

1 2,500 1.35 1,200 0.36 13,800 6.0

2 2,500 1.35 1,000 0.36 14,000 6.0

3 2,500 1.35 600 0.36 14,400 6.0

4 2,500 0.95 15,000 6.0

5 2,500 0.95 15,000 6.0

12,500 1.21 3,255 0.39 61,645 6.0

('000 tons)



STATISTICS

Copper Production

Year

1

2.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Ibs. of Copper

58,137,000

58,137,000

58,137,000

40,911,000

40,911,000

32,298,000

40,911,000

43,926,000

43,926,000

43,926,000

43,926,000

43,926,000

25,408,000

10,480,000

584,960,000



STATISTICS

Operating Costs ( $ 1977)

Year Labour Other Total

1 5,200,000 9,825,000 15,025,000

2 5,200,000 10,350,000 15,550,000

3 5,200,000 10,350,000 15,550,000

4 5,200,000 9,675,000 14,875,000

5 5,200,000 9,350,000 14,550,000

The mine will employ about 325 people once full production is attained.



STATISTICS

Capital Cost

$'000

1) Mine-Mill Complex 38,916

2) Smelter Complex 17,717

3) Inventory: Spares and Consumables (1) 675

4) Contingency Allowance 3,755

5) Escalation 6,802

6) Land Acquisition 500

7) Preproduction Interest 4,335

8) Working Capital 3,800

9) Cost Adjustment (2) 3,825

80,325

Say 80,000

1
Inventory will be expanded during the first year of production.

2 Cost estimates 1 through 8 were based on the assumption that
the project would reach a 'go' decision by 1 January, 1975.
This study assum8S this milestone will be reached by 1 July, 1975.
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